Red Point & Tortie Point Siamese C.C – 29/03/14
Mrs Di Brown
A super show with the cream of the red series cats present, congratulations to Jane
and Judy, the Specials table was quite amazing. Mary Janicki was my excellent
steward, much appreciated Mary and I hope you enjoyed your day as much as I did.
BREED CLASSES
Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Male
A wonderful class, hotly contested
IMP – Ellams’ CH & GD PR JAKURTZI NIGHTSIDEOF EDEN (32fn) MN
02/10/09. A beautifully balanced male neuter that I have judged on many occasions.
Always looks the part and is hard to fault, stylish head with excellent top line, ears
large and beautifully set to compliment the wedge. Expressive deep blue eyes, straight
profile. Body long and well toned, tail to almost balance. Mid apricot points nicely
matched, lightly shaded coat with super texture. A joy to handle as always and
immaculately presented.
R – Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (32/8) MN 13/08/12. Unlucky
again today. Quite different in style to the winner but still very lovely. He has a longer
head but his top line is wide enough and the ears are large enough to balance it out.
Strong profile with broad nose, bite a tad untidy but basically level. Eyes a little
exaggerated in shape and somewhat deep set, but it does give him such a snooty look
and the colour appears good. Super substance and tone to long body, tail rather short
for balance. Lilac-based tabby markings improving all the time and now show very
good sludgy overtones, off-white coat with light tonal shading, beautifully sleek and
close in texture. A little shy but very gentle and handled well. Beautifully presented.
Siamese or Balinese Grand Premier Female
IMP – Reed’s GD CH & GD PR JOHPAS JESSIE JAY (32fn) FN 23/04/11. A
gorgeous lady neuter, she has such excellent size for a female. Excellent head type,
wide top and very large flared ears beautifully set. Oriental eye shape and set with
very good depth of colour and brilliance of tone. Strong almost straight profile, firm
chin lines up and the bite is level. Well defined neckline, long elegant body with
excellent tone, tapered tail to almost balance. Mid apricot points, could be marginally
more intense in tone but some hot spots do show at the top of the hocks, on tail, and
right at the base of the ears. Short close coat with minimal shading. Wonderful
temperament, purred throughout and made very extravagant aerial puddings.
Beautifully presented.
Siamese or Balinese Premier Male
1st – GD w/h Mant’s PR LAZIZA MYLOTO-XYLOTO (24n) MN 27/11/11. A
stylish male neuter. Very good head with wide top and large open based ears set to
follow.
Good eye shape set and expression, colour could ideally be a little deeper
but is bright in tone. Almost straight profile with a good firm chin and level bite,
unfortunately he has quite a pronounced occipital bump on the back of the skull

which I could not ignore. Slender neck and long well muscled body, tail to almost
balance. Blue-based caramel points with correct brownish overtones, good close coat,
unfortunately very heavily shaded with minimal contrast to his points, but lovely for
texture. Overall an attractive boy but for me has too many problems to award a Grand.
Siamese or Balinese Premier Female
GD PC – Webster’s GH CH & PR JOHPAS SIAMSPICE (32a) FN 22/10/11. A
neat and tidy lady of very good type and style. Medium length wedge, top line good
and the ears are large and very well set. Straight profile, firm chin, bite rather untidy
but level. Medium length body, good for weight and tone, tapered tail needs an inch
to balance. Super bright red points, warm white coat with minimal tonal shading,
good for length and texture. Very sweet tempered and easy to handle, excellently
presented.
R – Woodhouse’s PR DORAL INYOURDREAMS (61e) FN 12/06/07. Such a
dear lady. Short strong wedge with very good top of head, ears are good for size and
set with attractive internal furnishings. Profile good with a deep chin and level bite,
muzzle could be finer. Gentle expression to eyes, deep blue in colour. Long well
covered body, tail to almost balance. Excellent tortie points, dark warm toned seal
beautifully mingled with rich shades of red on all points. Excellent coat length, flows
beautifully over the back and shoulders and it very silky and fine in texture, some
tonal shading. Lovely full plume. Very sweet tempered and excellently presented.
Oriental Premier
GD PR – May’s PR BUURAPHAA WINTERS NIGHT (37) MN 15/12/12. A
stylish and elegant chap though perhaps a tad dainty for a male. Well balanced
medium length wedge with large ears that were open at the base and set to follow.
Snooty expression to eyes of mid green, one eyes tends to wander at times. Slight rise
to profile between the eyes, chin firm and bite level. Long slender but surprisingly
weighty body , tail quite short and has a slight ”something” near the tip. Glossy black
coat, completely sound to roots, very short sleek and close in texture. Perfect
temperament, he has a lovely purr. Excellently presented
Apricot Point Siamese Adult
BOB – Ellams’ GD CH JAKURTZI D’ARTAGNAN (32fn) 23/07/12. A lovely
male, I have reported on him many times and he has not changed since the last time I
judged him, so nothing to add – I still think he need slightly bigger ears and more
intensity to his apricot points, but overall he is a very good example of the breed.
Perfect temperament for an entire and immaculately presented.
Balinese Neuter
BOB - Woodhouse’s PR DORAL INYOURDREAMS (61e) FN 12/06/07
Oriental Ticked Tabby Kitten
1st & BOB – May’s BUURAPHAA TICKERTY BOO (45m) F 13/07/13. This
kitten will be an adult in 2 weeks, but has a fair amount of developing to do yet. Most
attractive with good overall type, nothing flashy but overall well balanced. Medium
length wedge with proportionate ears well set. Oval eyes well set with super vivid
green colour. Profile chin and bite good. Well covered body with good weight for
size, tail to almost balance. Rich cinnamon coat beautifully ticked with three clear

bands of ticking, heterozygous by the look of it with banding to tail and limbs. Tortie
overlay to the bare minimum, she has a clear patch centre brow, and there is some
over the shoulder and down her back, although the longer you look the more you see
so I think the difficulty lies in the similarity in tone between cinnamon and red. Super
coat texture, very short and close lying. A very nice girl, just needs to grow up.
Excellent temperament and presentation.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES
Siamese or Balinese Male Adult
1st - Ellams’ GD CH JAKURTZI D’ARTAGNAN (32fn) 23/07/12.
Debutante Adult
1st – Simpson’s SHERMESE SALOME (24) F 02/06/13. A dainty and stylish
young Miss with a good solid and weighty feel to her. Shorter wedge with wide top
and very large bat ears she tends to hold a little low. Oriental eye shape and set,
colour could ideally be a little deeper for a seal. Super strong profile with good depth
of chin and level bite. Seal points cold in tone and bordering on black, lightly shaded
coat lacks warm creamy tones, but excellent for length and texture. A friendly lady.
2nd – Pummell’s SISAR MISS MARPLES (32b1) F 15/12/12. This lady has very
good type. Stylish head with excellent top, and large flared ears set to balance.
Oriental eye shape and set with good depth of colour. Profile almost straight, chin
okay but, unfortunately, the bite is undershot. Long slender and firm toned body
with whip tail. Seal tortie points lack warmth and the red mingling is generally very
pale, giving an overall impression of black and white rather then seal and red. Coat of
good length and texture but very heavily shaded for a young cat. Excellent
temperament.
3rd – Merry’s MOONDIAMOND PEN CHAN (32b3) 20/06/13. Overall type okay
and she has excellent development for a 9 month old female. Medium length wedge
but top of head needs more width between her large ears. Eye shape almost round and
are large in proportion to the head, they are also pale in colour. Good warm chocolate
tortie points with lots of bright red mingling. A little tense but handled well.
Oriental SH or LH Breeders Kitten
1st - May’s BUURAPHAA TICKERTY BOO (45m) F 13/07/13
Oriental SH or LH Non-Breeders Kitten
1st – Webster’s LOLUJA ADORABLE DORA (38a) F 11/11/13. A gorgeous baby
for type. Strong little head with super top and huge wide based ears. Inscrutable
expression to eyes, colour a muddy toned green at present. Firm baby body of
promising length with whippy tail. Mid blue spotting to coat, pattern still to break
with lots of linkage as yet, although it is sound to roots and relatively free from agouti
invasion. Excellent short sleek coat. Super temperament.
2nd – Smith’s FIROUSI FIRECRACKER (62b) M 08/10/13. A handsome lad but
somewhat out of sorts today and lacking a little weight, with spine and manubrium
prominent. He has very good type and his eye colour is excellent. Coat a dark

chocolate but mainly sound and for all his lack of weight his coat was silky and
glossy. The sweetest nature.
Kitten living 50 miles from the show hall.
1st – Cook’s TINALEX DOYOUKNOWHOIAM (32b1) F 30/06/13. Almost adult
and looking it with excellent size and substance to her. Very good head type with nice
top line and very large wide-based ears set to balance. Good eye shape, perhaps a
little straight set and marginally deep but good for colour. Long weighty body with
excellent tone, good tail. Warm toned seal tortie points with a good deal of mid red
mingling. Excellent coat qualities, short and close, superb for texture, and almost
unshaded. Excellent to handle.
2nd – Ellam’s JAKURTZI THE APPRENTICE (23/8) M 25/11/13. A promising
baby. Strong little head with very large ears nicely set. Oriental eye shape and set, one
looked marginally larger than the other today – knocked it perhaps? but good for
depth of colour. Blue-based caramel tabby markings, some muddy tones evident on
ears and tail rings – of which there are many, pads turning purple. A friendly babe.
3rd – Calloway’s SIAMAZING SERENDIPITY (32/1) F 11/07/13. A dainty and
fine boned baby of very good type. Head type good with large ears, expressive eyes
of deep blue. Body very long and slender but remarkably weighty. Tabby markings to
points generally good with the tail showing just on the one third rings. Coat almost
unshaded and very good for length and texture. Excellent to handle.
Oriental SH or LH Breeders Neuter
1st - May’s PR BUURAPHAA WINTERS NIGHT (37) MN 15/12/12
Oriental SH or LH Non-Breeders Neuter
1st – Janicki’s IMP GD PR SHERMESE JUST THE TICKET (45k) MN 01/09/11
Superior Oriental neuter boy, excellent in every way, type colour pattern and
maturity, he is an old friend now so I really have run out of superlatives for him.
Needs slightly better eyes colour but there is some green to be seen and no cat is
perfect, thought his coat was a tad harsh over the shoulders today. He is presented
immaculately as always and is a joy to handle
2nd – Hardy’s GD CH PIPPASTRO JAY SILVERHEELS (62 43ds) MN
24/02/12. Another gorgeous male neuter. Lovely head strength to this chap with broad
top line and large nicely furnished ears set wide. Attractive expression to eyes of a
slightly murky green. Love his broad nose and the chin and bite are good. Long well
muscled body. Muted red shading to coat, pattern really good, has lifted well and
shows a lot of the silver undercoat. Somewhat out of coat for length but texture
excellent and his plume is reasonably well fluffed. Excellent to handle.
3rd – Lundgren’s MANHUNTER’S GOOD AS GOLD (IMP) (38ds) MN
30/03/13. A beautifully developed neuter for his age who is somewhat OTT for type
and style. Broad medium length wedge with enormous jug handle head set wide and
marginally low. Expressive eyes of hazel colour. Excellent length and tone to body
with long whip tail. Bright red spotting to coat, nicely rounded and well separated
spots, with spine well broken, however, he is very minimal for silver at the moment.
Virtually nothing on the back and sides but quite evident at the tip of and under the

tail, under his tummy and a little at the base of the ears and under chin. Should
develop a little more as he matures. Super close coat. Excellent temperament.
Junior Neuter
1st - Ellis’ GD PR STYPERSON CRACKERJACK (32/8) MN 13/08/12
2nd - May’s PR BUURAPHAA WINTERS NIGHT (37) MN 15/12/12
3rd – Johnson’s BURNTHWAITES RAZZLE-DAZZLE (32a) MN 08/02/13. This
lad has improved since we last met and is looking a less effeminate today. Overall
balance to head is good with fairly large ears set to follow. Sweet expression to eyes
with mid blue colour. Profile chin and bite good. Good length and substance to body.
Bright mid red points, some medium shading to coat of very good length and texture.
Handled well, he was in a very good mood today.
END OR REPORT

